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We observe the Balmer-a, -b, and -c lines of hydrogen atoms and Q branches of the Fulcher-a band
of hydrogen molecules simultaneously with their polarization resolved for large helical device.
From the fit including the line splits and the polarization dependences by the Zeeman effect, the
emission locations, intensities, and the temperatures of the atoms and molecules are determined.
The emission locations of the hydrogen atoms are determined outside but close to the last closed
flux surface (LCFS). The results are consistent with a previous work (Phys. Plasmas 12, 042501
(2005)). On the other hand, the emission locations of the molecules are determined to be in the
divertor legs, which is farer from those of the atoms. The kinetic energy of the atoms is 1 20 eV,
while the rotational temperature of molecules is 0.04 eV. Additionally, substantial wings, which
originate from high velocity atoms and are not reproduced by the conventional spectral analysis, are
observed in the Balmer line profiles. We develop a one-dimensional model to simulate the transport
of the atoms and molecules. The model reproduces the differences of the emission locations of the
atoms and molecules when their initial temperatures are assumed to be 3 eV and 0.04 eV,
respectively. From the model, the wings of the Balmer-a line is attributed to the high velocity atoms
exist deep inside the LCFS, which are generated by the charge exchange collisions with hot protons
there.VC 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4789454]
I. INTRODUCTION
In peripheral regions of magnetically plasma confine-
ment devices, neutral hydrogen molecules and atoms are
generated from desorption or recombination on the first
walls. Some of them travel toward the plasma and are ion-
ized by electron impacts. Since the outflux of the charged
particles from the confined region and the ionization flux of
the hydrogen atoms and molecules balance in a stable
plasma, the dynamics of the neutrals have a great influence
on the confinement performance.1,2 For establishing stable
and a high-performance plasma, it is important to understand
and control their dynamics.
Since atoms and molecules are excited and ionized in
the plasma, the dynamics have been frequently observed by
emission measurements.3,4 In simple emission measure-
ments, the line integrated intensity is observed and no spatial
information along the line of sight (LOS) is usually obtained.
However, Weaver et al. have proposed a method to separate
the emissions into two points along the line of sight and
determine the emission locations of the Balmer-a line from
comparisons of its Zeeman split and the spatial distributions
of the magnetic field along the LOS.5 The method has been
expanded to multiple LOSs measurements for more spatial
information by Shikama et al. in TRIAM-1M tokamak.6
Iwamae et al. combines a polarization-resolved spectro-
scopic technique with the Zeeman split analysis method for
increasing the measurement accuracies.7,8 They have meas-
ured the Balmer-a line shape for large helical device (LHD)
with eight LOSs with their polarization resolved. They deter-
mined the emission locations of the Balmer-a line from the
polarization dependence of the line shapes by the Zeeman
split. The reported emission locations of the Balmer-a lines
are almost outside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) of
LHD.8
A relation between the Balmer-a line intensity and the
ionization flux of the atoms is calculated by a collisional-
radiative model, which has been developed by Sawada
et al.9–11 The emission intensity ratios of the Balmer-a, -b,
and -c lines have been predicted from the calculation to have
a dependence on the electron temperature and density at the
emission locations. A plasma diagnostic method using the
emission intensity ratios have also been proposed.9
On the other hand, emission lines of hydrogen molecules
in fusion devices have been observed by several groups.12,13
The relation between the emission intensities in the Fulcher-
a band and ionization/dissociation flux has been reported by
Fantz et al.13 Vibrational and rotational temperatures of the
molecules have also been determined by the several emission
lines in the Fulcher-a band.14,15 However, the spatial
resolved measurement using Zeeman splits have not been
applied on the molecular emission lines.
Recently, we have developed a multi-wavelength-range
high-resolution (MH) spectrometer and enabled a simultane-
ous high-resolution observation of the Balmer-a, -b, -c lines,
and also the emission lines of the Q branches in the Fulcher-
a band.16,17 Here, we report on the measurement results of
these emission lines for LHD.a)fujii@me.kyoto-u.ac.jp.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows a top view of LHD. In the figure, sche-
matic illustrations of the plasma, neutral beam injectors
(NBIs) for the plasma heating, a laser path for the Thomson
scattering measurement,18 and an LOS for an emission mea-
surement are shown. A hydrogen plasma with a helical shape
is generated. The major radius of the plasma axis, Rax, and
magnetic field strength at the axis, Bax, are 3.6m and 2.71 T,
respectively.
Poloidal cross sections of the plasma along the laser
path and the LOS are shown in Figures 2(a) and 3(a), respec-
tively. Because of the helical shape of LHD, the profiles of
these two cross sections in the toroidally distant locations are
slightly different. The gray ellipsoidal curves show the mag-
netic flux surfaces of LHD, which show a contour of the
pressure of the confined plasma. The outmost surface is the
LCFS. Normalized radius, q, is defined as a measure of the
magnetic flux surfaces, where 0 is assigned for the plasma
axis and 1 for the LCFS. The q along the laser path is shown
in the middle axis in Figure 2(b). The gray areas are aggre-
gates of the open magnetic field lines whose connection
lengths are longer than 24.5m. The gray area which encircles
the LCFS is called as "ergodic layer" and which connects the
layer and the divertors are called as "divertor legs." Charged
particles escaping from the confined region travel along the
open magnetic field lines toward the divertor plates through
the divertor legs.
Figure 2(b) shows the profiles of electron temperature,
Te, and density, ne, measured by the Thomson scattering
method18 for a hydrogen plasma. The temperatures on the
plasma axis and on the LCFS are several keV and several
hundreds of eV, respectively. The density is in the order of
1019m3 inside the LCFS. The Te and ne drop sharply in the
ergodic layer.
The plasma parameters inside the LCFS are known as
functions of q, because of high diffusion coefficients of the
charged particles and heat along the magnetic field lines.
The plasma parameters outside the LCFS, on the other hand,
have toroidally/poloidally asymmetric spatial distributions
caused by the ergodic layer and the divertor legs.
In Figure 3(a), we show LOSs for the emission measure-
ment by horizontal lines. The LOS1 sees the divertor leg
plasmas and the outmost region of the ergodic layer. The
LOS2 sees the confined region as well as the ergodic layer
and the divertor leg plasmas. For observations of the Zeeman
FIG. 1. A top view of LHD. Outlines of the plasma, the neutral beam injec-
tors for the plasma heating, the laser path of the Thomson scattering method,
and the LOS for the optical emission measurement are shown.
FIG. 2. (a) A Poloidal cross section of LHD for the Thomson scattering
measurement. The LCFS is indicated by a black ellipsoidal curve. The gray
ellipsoidal curves inside the LCFS show the magnetic flux surfaces. The
gray regions outside the LCFS indicate the ergodic layer and the divertor
legs. The laser path is shown by a horizontal dotted line. (b): Te and ne
profiles measured at t¼ 3.17 s. The normalized minor radius, q, along the
laser path is indicated by the middle axis. The positions of the LCFS along
the path are indicated with the vertical dotted lines.
FIG. 3. (a) A poloidal cross section of LHD and the LOS for the emission
measurement. The magnetic field distribution along the LOS2 (Z¼ 0.026m)
in (a) is shown in (b), (c), and (d); (b) Magnetic field strength, |B|, (c) The
pitch angle, h, of the magnetic field from the horizontal plane of LHD, and
(d) The yaw angle, u, between the projection of the magnetic field vector on
the horizontal plane and the perpendicular direction to the LOS.
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splits of the emission lines, we adopt polarization separation
optics (PSOs), which consist of a Glan-Thompson prism and
two focusing lenses.7 The PSO are located in the outboard
side of LHD and the distance between the PSO and the
plasma is roughly 5m. Two orthogonal polarization compo-
nents of the plasma emission are separately focused on the
edges of two optical fibers (core diameter: 400 lm).
Figures 3(b)–3(d) shows the magnetic field strength, |B|,
the pitch angle, h, and the yaw angle, u, of the magnetic field
lines along LOS2, respectively. The definitions of the angles
are described in Ref. 7 The direction of the magnetic field is
nearly perpendicular to the LOS, i.e., u 0, and the pitch
angle at the inner ergodic layer, hin, and that at the outer er-
godic layer, hout, are nearly perpendicular to each other, i.e.,
hout  hin  90. We set the extraordinary polarization direc-
tion of the PSO to be the corresponding hin for each LOS.
The emissions are transferred by the four optical fibers
with a length of 50m to the entrance slit of the MH spec-
trometer.16,17 A schematic illustration of the spectrometer is
shown in Figure 4(a). The edges of the optical fibers line
along the slit with a pitch of 500 lm. The light introduced
into the MH spectrometer through the slit is collimated by a
concave mirror (Mc: diameter: 108mm and focal length:
1143mm) and is incident on a diffraction grating (groove
density: 2400 grooves/mm and 104 104mm). The dif-
fracted light beams are focused on the photoelectric surface
of a charge coupled device (CCD: Andor, DV435-BV,
1024 1024 pixels, 13 13 lm2/pixel) by five focusing mir-
rors (Ma, Mb, Mc, Mful
0 , and Mful
2 , diameter: 108mm and
focal length: 1143mm), which are located in the direction
corresponding to the wavelengths of the Balmer-a, -b, and -c
lines and the Q branches of the Fulcher-a band with
v0 ¼ v00 ¼ 0 and 2 transitions, where v0 and v00 are the vibronic
quantum numbers of the initial and final states, respectively.
For the purpose of explaining the measurement, we
show the two-dimensional image on the photo electric sur-
face of the CCD in Figure 4(b) for a low-pressure hydrogen
discharge tube (Electro-Technic, SP200). The horizontal and
vertical directions are parallel to the dispersion direction and
the entrance slit, respectively. The spectra of the five emis-
sion lines are measured on the different regions of the photo-
electric surface, which are indicated by colored squares in
Figure 4(b). The corresponding wavelengths are indicated in
the horizontal axes in Figure 4(b). Since we use five fiber
inputs, five images align vertically in each region. For the
LHD plasma measurement, we use upper two and lower two
optical fibers for the measurement. The relation between the
four images and the LOSs and their polarizations are indi-
cated in the upper right of Figure 4(b).
The instrumental functions of the spectrometer are well
approximated by a single Gauss function. The instrumental
widths for the Balmer-a, -b, and -c lines and the Q1 lines in
the two vibronic transitions are 8, 9, 10, 8, and 7 pm, respec-
tively, at the slit width of 20lm.
III. RESULTS
A. Experiment
In Figure 5(a), we show the temporal development of
NBI heating power. A hydrogen discharge in LHD is started
at t¼ 1.3 s. The heating power decreases at t¼ 3.3 s and the
FIG. 4. (a) A schematic illustration of the MH spectrometer. (b) A two-dimensional image on the photoelectric surface observed for a low-pressure hydrogen
discharge tube (Electro-Technic, SP200) with five optical fiber inputs.
FIG. 5. Time developments of (a): the heating power of the NBI, (b): Te and
ne at the plasma axis, and (c): neutral pressure around the inner divertor
plate. The exposure time of the CCD detector is shown in (b) with a dotted
square.
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heating ends at t¼ 4.7 s. In Figure 5(b), the temporal develop-
ments of the electron temperature and density on the plasma
axis measured by the Thomson scattering method are shown.
In the discharge, repetitive hydrogen gas puffs are made. The
times are shown in Figure 5(c) by gray vertical bars. Accord-
ing to the gas puffs, the density increases. The temperature
drops after the heating power decrease. Figure 5(c) shows the
time development of the neutral gas pressures around the
inner divertor region measured by an ionization gauge. The
pressure decreases to 1 mPa when the plasma is generated and
increases up to 3 mPa according to the gas puffs.
We observe the emission during t¼ 3.14 3.21 s. The
exposure time is shown by a dotted square in Figure 5(b).
Figures 6(a-1)–6(c-1) show the Balmer-a, -b, and -c spectra,
respectively, measured for LOS1. The spectra measured for
LOS2 are shown in Figures 6(a-2)–6(c-2), respectively. The
spectra with the ordinary polarization (o-ray) and those with
the extraordinary polarization (e-ray) are shown in the upper
and the lower parts of the figures, respectively. The instru-
mental widths for these lines are indicated by the intervals of
the vertical bars in the figure.
Polarization dependences of the line shapes due to the
Zeeman effect are seen in all the atomic lines. The line broad-
enings due to the Doppler effect are also seen in the atomic
spectra. The spectra observed for LOS1 show nearly symmet-
ric profiles while those for LOS2 show asymmetric ones.
Figures 7(a-1) and 7(b-1) show the molecular lines in
the Fulcher-a band with v0 ¼ v00 ¼ 0 and 2 vibronic transi-
tions, respectively, measured for LOS1. These spectra meas-
ured for LOS2 are shown in Figures 7(a-2) and 7(b-2),
respectively. The resonance wavelengths of the Q1, Q2, and
Q3 lines under no magnetic field are indicated by vertical
arrows.
The detail shapes of the Q1 lines shown in Figures
7(a-1)–7(b-2) are shown in Figures 8(a-1)–8(b-2), respec-
tively. The instrumental widths are indicated by intervals of
FIG. 6. (a-1): The Balmer-a, (b-1): -b, and (c-1): -c spectra measured for
LOS1. (a-2), (b-2), and (c-2) are those measured for LOS2. The upper and
lower parts of each figure show the o-ray and e-ray components of the spec-
tra, respectively. The instrumental widths for each wavelength region are
indicated by intervals of the vertical bars. The fitting results are shown by
gray bold curves. The reproduced line shapes emitted in the inner and outer
emission locations are shown by gray solid and dotted curves, respectively.
FIG. 7. The Fulcher-a band spectra with the vibronic transitions of (a-1 and
a-2): v0 ¼ v00 ¼ 0 and (b-1, b-2): v0 ¼ v00 ¼ 2. The spectra measured for LOS1
and LOS2 are shown in (a-1 and b-1) and (a-2 and b-2), respectively. The
centers of the emission lines are indicated by vertical arrows.
FIG. 8. The profiles of the Q1 lines in the Fulcher-a band measured for (a-1
and b-1): LOS1 and (a-2 and b-2): LOS2. The upper and lower parts of each
figure show the o-ray and e-ray components of the spectra, respectively. The
instrumental widths for each wavelength region are indicated by intervals of
the vertical bars. The fitting results are shown by gray bold curves. The
reproduced line shapes in the inner and outer emission locations are shown
by gray solid and dotted curves, respectively.
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vertical bars. The splits and the polarization dependences are
also detected for the molecular lines. The Doppler broaden-
ings of the molecular spectra are unclear in contrast with the
large Doppler broadening of the Balmer series. The molecu-
lar lines measured for both the LOSs show nearly symmetric
profiles. It is noted that the polarization dependences of the
other rotational lines, Q2 and Q3 lines, are unclear because
of their smaller Zeeman split14 and also their lower signal-
to-noise ratios due to their smaller intensities than those of
the Q1 line.
The Te and ne profiles shown in Figure 2(b) are meas-
ured for this discharge at t¼ 3.17 s. The temperature and
density on the plasma axis are 1.5 keV and 3 1019m3,
respectively, and those on the LCFS are 400 eV and
1.2 1019m3, respectively.
B. Analysis of the Balmer lines
In the previous works by Iwamae et al.,6,7 Balmer-a
spectra measured for LHD were fitted by convolutions of
Zeeman, Doppler, and instrumental profiles. Because of the
steep gradient of the Te and ne distributions around LCFS as
shown in Figure 2, most of hydrogen atoms are ionized and
emit light around the LCFS. They assumed that all the atoms
emit light in two points along each LOS, i.e., the inner and
outer locations. From the field strengths and directions there,
the Zeeman profiles of both the o-ray and e-ray components
of the line shapes were reconstructed.
The velocity distribution of the hydrogen atoms was
approximated by a linear combination of three shifted
Maxwell distributions.6,19 The three temperature components
was called as "cold," "warm," and "hot" components, respec-
tively. They attributed the origin of the multi temperature
components to the various production processes of the
atoms, such as dissociations, charge exchanges, or reflections
at the walls.6,19,20 The fittings have been made with the
following 18 adjustable parameters:
• the emission locations and intensities at the inner and
outer sides (4 parameters),
• the average velocities and temperatures of the cold and
warm components at the inner and outer locations
(8 parameters),
• the fractions of the cold and warm components at the two
locations (4 parameters),
• the average velocity and temperature of the hot component,
which are common in the two locations (2 parameters).
In this paper, we also adopt the same assumptions
described in their papers,6,7 except that the number of the ad-
justable parameters is reduced. The reason of the reduction is
that the changes of the shifts and widths of the broader com-
ponents in the two emission locations affect only on the
wing profiles of the spectra, i.e., these parameters are nearly
dependent on each other and their individual values are not
determined by the fittings. We assume the temperatures and
the fractions of the three Maxwell distributions are identical
between the inner and outer emission locations. The average
velocities of the warm and hot components are also assumed
to be identical. Thus, the fitting is made with the following
13 adjustable parameters in this paper:
• the emission locations and the intensities at the inner and
outer sides (4 parameters)
• the average velocities of the cold and warm (hot) compo-
nents at the two locations (4 parameters),
• the temperatures and fractions of the cold and warm
components, which are common at the two locations
(4 parameters),
• the temperature of the hot component, which are common
at the both locations (1 parameters).
The results of the fittings are shown in Figures 6(a-1)
and 6(a-2) by gray bold curves. The measured spectra are
well reproduced. The emission locations along LOS1 and
LOS2 are derived and listed in Table I. The calculated spec-
tra emitted at the inner and the outer locations are shown in
Figures 6(a-1) and 6(a-2) by thin solid and dotted curves,
respectively. Since the extraordinary direction of the PSO is
set parallel to hin and the inner emission locations are close
to the inner ergodic layer, the p-component (Dm¼ 0 transi-
tion) of the Zeeman spectrum from the inner emission loca-
tion is dominantly observed in the e-ray spectra while the
r-component (Dm¼61 transition) is dominant in the o-ray
spectra. Here, Dm is the difference of magnetic quantum
numbers of the upper and lower states of the observed
TABLE I. The estimated parameters from the fitting of the Balmer series line shapes. The positive sign of the velocity indicate the direction toward the PSO.
LOS1 LOS2
Inner Outer Inner Outer
Emission location of atoms (m) 2.55 3.29 2.63 4.55
Temperatures (eV)
Fractions are shown in parenthesis
Cold 1.0 (0.33) 1.16 (0.36)
Warm 3.6 (0.55) 4.00 (0.40)
Hot 13.5 (0.12) 19.3 (0.24)
Velocities (km/s) Cold 1.3 2.7 1.67 2.02
Warm/Hot 2.6 5.4 5.6 6.7
Intensity (W m2 sr1) IHa 1.63 0.29 2.24 0.85
IHb 0.426 0.101 0.522 0.210
IHc 0.117 0.027 0.174 0.075
Intensity ratio IHb/IHa 0.26 0.35 0.23 0.25
IHc/IHa 0.071 0.094 0.077 0.089
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transition. The emission intensities at the inner and outer
locations, the temperatures, and the average velocities of the
three Maxwell distributions and their fractions are also
shown in Table I.
In Figure 9(a), the estimated emission locations and
intensities of the Balmer-a line are shown by centers and
areas of the black circles, respectively. All the atomic emis-
sion locations are estimated to be outside the LCFS. For
LOS1, the inner and outer emission locations are estimated
to be in the divertor leg and in the ergodic layer, respec-
tively. For LOS2, the inner location is derived to be between
the inner divertor leg and ergodic layer, while the outer one
is derived to be in the ergodic layer. The intense Balmer-a
emissions can be seen near the inner region for both LOSs.
These results are consistent with the previous works.7
Although the Balmer-b and -c line shapes also show
splits and polarization dependences by the Zeeman effect,
their magnitudes are smaller than those of the Balmer-a
lines. It makes it difficult to separate the spectra into the two
components emitted at the inner and outer locations and to
derive the parameters from the fittings. We assume that these
atomic lines are emitted at the same locations to those of the
Balmer-a line. The same velocity distributions for n¼ 3, 4,
and 5 atoms, which are the upper states of the Balmer-a, -b,
and -c lines, respectively, are also assumed, where n is the
principal quantum number. The instrumental profiles are
approximated by a single Gauss function also for the
Balmer-b and -c line shape analyses. Under the assumptions,
we fit the Balmer-b and -c lines with convolutions of the
Zeeman, Doppler, and instrumental profiles. We adopt two
adjustable parameters for the Balmer-b line analysis, which
are the emission intensities at the inner and outer emission
locations. The Balmer-c line profile is also fitted with two
adjustable parameters, which are the Bamer-c intensities at
the inner and outer emission locations.
The fitted results of the Balmer-b and -c line shapes are
shown by gray bold curves in Figures 6(b-1), 6(b-2), 6(c-1)
and 6(c-2), respectively. The fitted results show an agree-
ment with the measured spectra. The emission intensity
ratios between the Balmer-a, -b, and -c lines at the inner and
outer locations are evaluated from the derived emission
intensities there. The ratios are listed in Table I. It is noted
that the uncertainties of the ratios are evaluated to be 10%
for the both wavelength regions, which mainly depend on
the accuracy of the sensitivity calibration of the system.
C. Analysis of the Fulcher-a band
The spectral profiles of the Q1 lines in the Fulcher-a
band shown in Figure 8 are fitted with a convolution of Zee-
man, Doppler, and instrumental profiles in a similar manner
to the Balmer-a line analysis.
We assume the emissions are localized at the inner and
outer sides of the confined region on each LOS. From the
assumed emission locations, the Zeeman profiles of both the
o-ray and e-ray components are reconstructed.21 For calcu-
lating the Doppler profiles, we assume that the velocity dis-
tribution of the molecules is a single shifted Maxwell
distribution. The translational temperature of the molecules
is assumed to be identical to the rotational temperature,
which is described later. The instrumental profiles are
approximated by a Gauss function with the known widths.
Because of relatively small signal to noise ratios of the
measured molecular lines, we assume identical emission
locations for the Q1 lines in the two vibronic transitions and
fit them simultaneously. An identical intensity ratio of the
two Q1 lines is also assumed between the inner and outer
emission locations. Thus, the fitting is made with the follow-
ing 7 adjustable parameters:
• the emission locations and intensities of the molecules at
the inner and outer sides (4 parameters),
• the average velocities of the shifted Maxwell distributions
at the two locations (2 parameters),
• the common intensity ratios of the two Q1 lines
(1 parameters).
The fitted results of the measured spectra for LOS1 and
LOS2 are shown in Figures 8(a-1), 8(b-1), 8(a-2), and 8(b-2),
respectively, by gray bold curves. The emission locations are
determined to be 2.646 0.05m and 3.56 0.3m for the inner
and outer locations along LOS1, respectively. The errors are
estimated from the fitting procedure. The other parameters
derived from the fitting are listed in Table II. The calculated
FIG. 9. (a): The emission locations and intensities of the Balmer-a lines are
indicated by centers and areas of the black circles, respectively, and those of
the Q1 lines in the Fulcher-a band v0 ¼ v00 ¼ 2 transition are indicated by
gray circles. (b): The assumed Te and ne profiles along LOS2. (c): The simu-
lated density distributions of the hydrogen molecules and cold/hot atoms by
the one-dimensional model. (d): The simulated density distributions of the
excited hydrogen molecules and cold/hot atoms.
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spectra emitted from the inner and outer locations are shown
by thin solid and dotted curves, respectively, in Figure 8.
The estimated emission locations and intensities of the
molecular lines are shown in Figure 9 by a centers and areas
of gray circles. It is noted that since the emission intensities
of the molecular lines are roughly three orders of magnitude
smaller than those of the Balmer-a lines, the scales of the
areas are different between these emission lines. The emis-
sion locations of the molecules are also estimated to be out-
side the LCFS. The molecular emission locations along
LOS2 are derived to be in the divertor leg plasmas within the
error bars, which are farer from the LCFS than the atomic
emission locations.
Lavrov et al. have proposed a method to estimate the
rotational temperature of hydrogen molecules from emission
intensities of several lines in the Fulcher-a band.14 They
have assumed that the electron impact rotational excitation
probability from the X1Rg
þ to d3P u
 state is dominated by
the DN¼ 0 transition. Small dependences of the upper state
population on the electron density have been reported.22
Although the Lavrov’s model neglects such dependences, we
adopt their model for the sake of simplicity. Under the Lav-
rov’s assumption and the Boltzmann rotational distributions
in both the electronic states, the following relation is
satisfied:
Trot;X ¼ ðBX=BdÞTrot;d; (1)
where Trot,X, Trot,d, BX, and Bd are the rotational temperatures
and rotational energy constants of the X1Rg
þ and d3P u

states, respectively. BX has been investigated to be
59.322 cm1 by Tobias et al.23 Bd for v0 ¼ 0 and 2 states are
known to be 29.592 and 28.047 cm1, respectively.24
Since the small Zeeman splits of the Q2 and Q3 lines
make it difficult to separate these emission intensities into
the inner and outer location components as the Q1 line anal-
ysis described above, we assume the rotational temperatures
are the same between the two locations, i.e., the emission in-
tensity ratios of these lines are assumed to be same in the
two locations. From the line integrated emission intensities
shown in Figure 7, we estimate the populations in the upper
states, i.e., the populations in the d3Pu
 state with (v0,
N0)¼ (0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3) (2, 1), (2, 2), and (2, 3) levels,
where N0 is the rotational quantum number of the upper
states. In Figure 10, we show the Boltzmann’s plots for the
populations in these states divided by their statistical weights
against the rotational excitation energy of the ground state
with the same rotational quantum numbers. We fit the popu-
lation density distributions in the two vibronic states by ex-
ponential functions with a common exponent. The results are
shown in Figure 10 by dotted lines. From the slope of the fit-
ted result, we deduce the rotational temperatures to be
0.0406 0.002 eV and 0.0396 0.004 eV for LOS1 and
LOS2, respectively. It is in the same order to the temperature
of the vacuum chamber (0.03 0.04 eV) and one or two
orders of magnitude smaller than the kinetic energy of the
hydrogen atoms.
The mean free path of the molecules is estimated to be
larger than 1m from the neutral pressure close to the divertor
plates and the momentum transfer cross section.25 Because
of the large mean free path, the rotational temperature may
have a memory of the wall temperature. Such a dependence
of the rotational temperature on the wall temperature has
been reported for TEXTOR.22
D. Spectral wings of the Balmer series
The e-ray components of the Balmer series spectra and
their fitted results, which are shown in Figure 6, are again
shown in Figure 11 with logarithmic vertical axes. It is noted
TABLE II. The estimated parameters from the fitting of the line shapes of the Q1 lines in the Fulcher-a band.
LOS1 LOS2
Inner Outer Inner Outer
Emission location of molecules (m) 2.646 0.05 3.56 0.3 2.486 0.10 4.866 0.11
Rotational temperature (eV) 0.0406 0.002 0.0376 0.004
Velocities (km/s) 1.76 0.3 … 0.06 0.2 2.26 0.7
Intensity (103 W m2 sr1) IQ1v0 ¼ 2 3.66 0.2 0.76 0.3 3.46 0.3 1.36 0.1
IQ1
v0 ¼ 0 (3.7) (0.8) (3.6) (1.3)
Intensity ratio IQ1
v0 ¼ 0 / IQ1
v0 ¼ 2 1.046 0.08 1.056 0.06
FIG. 10. The population densities in the upper states of the Fulcher-a band
which are estimated from the rotational spectra measured for (a): LOS1 and
(b): LOS2. The gray and black circles indicate the population densities in
the d3Pu
 v0 ¼ 0 and 2 states, respectively. The horizontal axis indicates the
rotational quantum number and the rotational excited energy of the X1Rg
þ
v¼ 0 states. The fitted results by exponential functions with a common
exponent are shown by gray and black dotted lines.
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that the wavelength ranges in the figure are about three times
wider than those shown in Figure 6. The intensity levels of
the bremsstrahlung continuum are below the scale of Figure
11. The center parts of the spectra are well reproduced by the
fittings as shown in Figure 6, however, significant far wings
can be seen in the measured Balmer-a lines, which are not
reproduced. The wings are more significant in LOS2 than in
LOS1. The deviation in the line wing indicates the existence
of the high velocity hydrogen atoms along LOS2.26
IV. ANALYSIS WITH A ONE-DIMENSIONAL
HYDROGEN TRANSPORT MODEL
A. Overview of the transport model
We consider a one-dimensional system, which consists of
a plasma in the middle and walls at the both ends. We use R as
the spatial coordinate. The overview of the model is as follows.
We estimate the Te and ne profiles along LOS2 from the
results of the Thomson scattering method shown in Figure
2(b) by comparing the q distributions. The estimated profiles
are shown in Figure 9(b). The vertical dotted lines in Figure
9 indicate the positions of the LCFS. Outside the LCFS, we
extrapolate the profiles with 2nd order polynomials in the
semi-logarithmic scale. Since no experimental results are
available for the parameter profiles in the divertor legs, we
assume them to be Gauss functions with the width of 5 cm as
shown in Figure 9(b). The peak values are assumed to be one
tenth of those on the LCFS.27 The profiles of proton density,
np, and proton temperature, Tp, are assumed to be identical to
the ne and Te profiles, respectively.
The molecular density profile is calculated under the fol-
lowing assumptions: Molecules are constantly desorbed from
the walls and travel toward the plasma. Since the mean free
path of hydrogen molecules outside the plasma is larger than
1m, we assume velocity of molecules do not change during the
transport. The molecular density drops in the plasma because of
the dissociations and ionizations by the electron impacts. The
dissociation and ionization rate coefficients at each location are
calculated from the collisional-radiative models and the given
Te and ne there. In Figure 12(a), we show examples of the Te
and ne dependences of these rate coefficients.
Atomic density distribution is calculated under the fol-
lowing assumptions: All atoms are created from the dissocia-
tion of the molecules. The atoms travel both directions from
their generation places. In the plasma, atoms are ionized by
electron impacts or colliding with protons with charge
exchange. Examples of the Te and ne dependences of these
rate coefficients are shown in Figure 12(b). The velocities of
atoms are assumed not to change during the transport
because of their large mean free path, but an only exception
is the charge exchange collisions. Once an atom experience
a charge exchange collision, the resultant atomic velocity is
assumed to be the same as the velocity of colliding protons,
since the forward scattering is dominant in the resonant
charge exchange collision.28 Multiple charge exchange colli-
sions during the transport are considered. All the atoms
reaching the walls are assumed to be absorbed.
The density distributions of excited molecules and
atoms, which are proportional to the emission intensities
there are calculated from the densities of the ground state
molecules/atoms, Te and ne, and their population coefficients,
which are defined as the population of the upper states per
unit electron density and per unit ground state molecules/
atoms.
FIG. 11. The e-ray components of the Balmer series
spectra shown in Figure 6 are again shown with loga-
rithmic vertical axes.
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B. Transport calculation of hydrogen molecules
We consider neutral hydrogen molecules desorbed at
one end, R¼R0,in, and traveling toward the plasma with the
positive R-directional velocity vH2. The density distribution











where nH2,in (R0,in) is the density at R¼R0,in, and SH2(R),
and DH2(R) (m
3/s) are the ionization and dissociation rate
coefficients, respectively, which are defined as number of
molecules ionized or dissociated at R0 per unit time, per unit
molecular density, and per unit electron density. We adopt
1.3 km/s as vH2, which is the average velocity in one direc-
tion of the 0.04 eV hydrogen molecules. The R0,in is set to be
2.4m, which is the location of the divertor plate along LOS2
shown in Figure 9(a). The density distribution of the mole-
cules which is desorbed at another end, R¼R0,out, and travel-
ling to the plasma with the negative R-directional velocity











We set R0,out to be 5.0m.
The resultant molecular density distribution nH2 (R) is
sum of nH2,in (R) and nH2,out (R). It is noted that all the calcu-
lations presented here are linearly dependent on nH2(R0,in)
and nH2(R0,out). The determination of nH2(R0,in) and
nH2(R0,out) is described later. The calculated result is shown
in Figure 9(c) by a gray curve. The ionization and dissocia-
tion flux of the molecules, USH2(R) and U
D
H2(R), which are
defined as the number of molecules ionized and dissociated
per unit time per unit volume, respectively, are calculated as
follows:
USH2ðRÞ ¼ SH2ðRÞ neðRÞ nH2ðRÞ ;
UDH2ðRÞ ¼ DH2ðRÞ neðRÞ nH2ðRÞ : (4)
The density distribution in the d3Pu
 (v0, N0)¼ (2, 1)
state, nH2*(R), is expressed as follows:
nH2 ðRÞ ¼ rH2 ðRÞ neðRÞ nH2ðRÞ ; (5)
where, rH2* is the population coefficient for the d
3Pu
 (v0,
N0)¼ (2, 1) state, which is calculated with the coronal model
developed by Shikama et al.14 The temperature dependence
of rH2* is shown in Figure 12(a). We assume the vibronic
temperature, Tvib, of the ground state molecules as 0.3 eV,
which has been measured in TRIAM-1M by Shikama
et al.14 It is noted that the dependences of Tvib on rH2* is
small. For example, rH2* in Tvib¼ 0.2 eV is roughly 15%
smaller than that in Tvib¼ 0.4 eV.
The result is shown in Figure 9(d) by a gray curve. The




H2(R) near the inner di-
vertor leg region are shown in Figure 13(b) with a magnifica-
tion. Most of the hydrogen molecules are ionized/dissociated
in the divertor legs, and the dominant emission locations are
also in the divertor legs. The width of the nH2*(R) is about
2 cm, which is consistent with the assumption adopted in the
spectral shape analysis that emission locations are localized.
The ionization and dissociation flux distributions are almost
identical to the emission distribution. It is due to the similar
tendency between the ionization, dissociation, and popula-
tion coefficients on Te and small dependences on ne as shown
in Figure 12(a).
C. Transport calculation of hydrogen atoms
In the spectral analysis of the Balmer series, the atomic
velocity distribution is assumed to be a linear combination of
the cold, warm, and hot components. The cold and warm
components are considered to be mainly originated from de-
sorption from the wall and dissociation from the molecules,
while the hot component is due to charge exchange collision.
In the one-dimensional model, we simplify the situation
that the atoms are assumed to be generated only from the dis-
sociation and charge exchange collisions. In the model, the
cold atoms are defined as the atoms, which are generated
from the dissociation and they are diminished by the ioniza-
tion by the electron impact and the charge exchange colli-
sions with protons. The velocity distribution of the
dissociated atoms is known to have a specific profile, which
depends on dissociation paths. We assume the velocity distri-
bution of the cold atoms to be a single Maxwell distribution
with the temperature of 3 eV, which is an approximation
of that dissociated from the vibronic ground state in X1Rg
þ
state through the lowest dissociative state, b3Ru
þ state.29 The
FIG. 12. (a): The population coefficients rH2* for the d
3Pu
 (v0, N0)¼ (2, 1)
state molecule15 and the effective dissociation rate coefficients DH2, ioniza-
tion rate coefficients SH2 for hydrogen molecules
11 as a function of Te. (b):
The population coefficients rHa for the n¼ 3 state atom and the effective ion-
ization rate coefficients SH for the hydrogen atoms as a function of Te.
11 CH
indicates a rate coefficient for the charge exchange collision with protons as
a function of Tp. The thick and thin curves indicate these results under
ne¼ 1017 and 1019m3 cases, respectively.
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atoms generated from the protons through the charge exchange
collisions are grouped into the hot atoms.
Probability of the atoms, which is generated in position
R0 to reach the R with velocity v, P(R,R0,v), decreases with
the increase of the travelling distance jR  R0j by the ioniza-
tion and the charge exchange collisions. We further assume
the rates of the ionization and the charge exchange collisions
have no dependences on the atom velocity v. P(R,R0,v) is
expressed with the corresponding rate coefficients, SH(R)
and CH(R), as follows:








ððR R0Þ  v > 0Þ




It is noted that no atoms reach R from R0 with opposite direc-
tional velocity to (R – R0).
Number of the cold atoms, which is generated in R0  R0
þ dR0 and with velocity of v  v þ dv to reach R per unit
time, Fcold(R,R
0,v) dR0dv (m2s1), can be written with
P(R,R0,v) and UDH2(R) as follows:
FcoldðR;R0;vÞdR0dv¼ 2UDH2ðR0ÞdR0 fHðv; TdisÞdvPðR;R0;vÞ;
(7)
where the two corresponds to the number of atoms generated
via dissociation per one molecule and fH(v,Tdis) is the veloc-
ity distribution of the dissociated atoms, which is assumed to
be a Maxwell distribution with a temperature of 3 eV.
The density of the cold atoms having the velocity of v 
v þ dv at the position R, nHcold (R, v) dv (m3), can be
deduced from the integration of Fcold(R,R
0,v)dv over R0 and




FcoldðR;R0; vÞ dR0 dv=v ðv 6¼ 0Þ:
(8)
The density of the cold atoms at the position R, nHcold(R)





The calculated nHcold(R) is shown in Figure 9(c) with a
solid curve. The nonzero density is calculated outside the
plasma (R<R0,in) while the dominant generation place is
R 2.65m as shown in Figure 13(b), since half of the disso-
ciated atoms travel with negative velocity.
As for the hot atoms, velocity changes of the multiple
charge exchange collisions make the calculation complex.
We improve the calculation method reported by Tamor.30
The details of the calculation method are described in
Appendix. The derived density distribution of the hot atoms,
nH hot(R), is shown in Figure 9(c) by a dotted curve. The spa-
tial and velocity distributions of the cold and hot atoms in
the n¼ 3 state, nH*cold(v,R) and nH*hot(v,R), respectively, are
calculated with the population coefficient for the n¼ 3
atoms, rH*(R), as follows:
nH coldðR; vÞ ¼ rH ðRÞ neðRÞ nHcoldðR; vÞ ;
nHhotðR; vÞ ¼ rH ðRÞ neðRÞ nHhotðR; vÞ : (10)
Their spatial distributions, nH*cold(R) and nH*hot(R),
which is defined as the integrations of the spatial and veloc-
ity distributions over v are shown in Figure 9(d) by black
solid and dotted curves, respectively. Here, rH*(R) is calcu-
lated with the collisional-radiative model assuming the ioniz-
ing plasma.11 The Te and ne dependences of the coefficient
are shown in Figure 12(b). In Figure 13(c), we show the ioni-
zation flux distribution, USH (R)¼ SH(R) ne(R) (nHcold(R) þ
nHhot(R)), by a dashed-dotted curve.
FIG. 13. (a) The assumed Te and ne distributions along LOS2 in
R¼ 2.4 2.8m. (b): The simulated distributions of the excited molecular
density (gray solid curve), the dissociation flux (black solid curve), and the
ionization flux of the molecules (black dashed-dotted curve). (c): The simu-
lated distributions of the excited atomic density (solid curve) and the ioniza-
tion flux of the atoms (black dashed-dotted curve). (d): The simulated
distributions of emission intensity ratios of the Balmer series lines. The
ratios of the line integrated intensities over R¼ 2.4 2.75m are shown by
horizontal dotted lines. The intensity ratios estimated from the spectral anal-
ysis are indicated by horizontal lines.
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Most of the hydrogen atoms pass through the divertor
legs and penetrate into the ergodic layer. The dominant emis-
sion locations are in the ergodic layer, i.e., the emission loca-
tions of the atoms are simulated to be closer to the core
plasma than those of the molecules. The tendency is consist-
ent with the results of the spectral analyses. The width of the
emission distribution is estimated to be about 10 cm. The
position of the emission and ionization are almost identical,
which means the intense atomic emission is generated at the
dominant ionization locations.
nH(4)* and nH(5)*, which are the excited atom density in
the n¼ 4 and 5 states, respectively, are calculated from and
the population coefficients there for these states. The distribu-
tions are also shown in Figure 13(c). The intensity distribu-
tions of the Balmer series are calculated from the result. The
distributions of the emission intensity ratios, which are defined
as IHb(R)/IHa(R)¼ hHb nH(4)* / hHa nH* and IHc(R)/IHa(R)
¼ hHc nH(5)*/hHa nH*, where h is Planck constant and Ha,
Hb, and Hc are frequencies of the Balmer-a, -b, and -c lines,
respectively, are shown in Figure 13(d). The ratios vary within
the intense emission region. For example, IHc(R)/IHa(R) varies
from 0.03 to 0.06 between R¼ 2.6 2.75m. The ratios of the
integrated intensities over R from 2.4 to 2.75m, which is the
inner region outside the LCFS, are 0.22 and 0.048 for IHb/IHa
and IHc/IHa, respectively. The integrated intensity ratios are
indicated in Figure 13(d) by horizontal dotted lines. The cross
points are almost at the center of the intense location, where
ne is 2 1018m3.
In Figure 14, we show the emission intensity ratios, IHb/
IHa and IHc/IHa, calculated with the collisional-radiative
model as functions of ne and Te. It is noted that the ratios
shown in the figure are only dependent on ne and Te, and no
atom transfers or line-integrations of the emissions are con-
sidered. The intensity ratios are mainly dependent on ne and
higher intensity ratios are predicted in lower electron den-
sity. The emission intensity ratios in the inner region along
LOS2 estimated from the spectral analysis are shown in Fig-
ures 13(d) and 14 with horizontal solid bars. In Figure 13(d),
the errors are shown by the thickness of the bars. IHb/IHa
simulated by the model is within the error while IHc/IHa is
smaller than those of the experiment and the discrepancy is
not explained by the experimental errors. ne at the emission
location corresponds to the measured intensity ratio is
5 1017m3, which is four times smaller than that by the
model.
The ionization location or the emission location is deter-
mined by fH(v, Tdis) and the integration of SH ne as shown in
Eqs. (6) and (7). Tdis of 3 eV is nearly consistent with the
result of the spectral analysis. Since the electron temperature
and density distributions outside the LCFS are roughly esti-
mated in this model, we made additional calculations with
the different parameter distributions outside the LCFS. How-
ever, almost same intensity ratios were calculated. The dis-
crepancy of the ratios is not explained by the misestimation
of the parameter distributions.
On the other hand, the contributions of the dissociative
excitation of the molecules and molecular ions to the atomic
emission intensity ratios which are not included in the above
calculation have been discussed recently.31,32 The contribu-
tion of the dissociative excitation of the molecules on the
Balmer series line intensity has been reported by Sawada
and Fujimoto.10,11 From their work, the emission component
of the dissociative excitation is estimated to be roughly 1/3
of that from the ground state atoms. Since the intensity ratios
will be slightly lowered by the contribution,11 the discrep-
ancy of the intensity ratios is not explained by the process.
For the molecular ions, their transport is not considered
in the model because it is affected by the three-dimensional
magnetic field distribution. Additionally, the cross sections
have a dependence on the vibronic temperature of the molec-
ular ions, which is unavailable in the experiment.33 A possi-
ble reason of the discrepancy is the contribution from the
molecular ions. Quantitative considerations of the processes
are desired for later works.
The calculated density distributions shown in Figures
9(b) and 9(c) are again shown in Figures 15(a) and 15(b),
respectively, with a semi-logarithmic scale. It can be seen
that the hot atoms exist even in the core region of the plasma.
The spatial and velocity distribution of the n¼ 3 atoms,
nH*(v, R)¼ nH*cold(v, R) þ nH*hot(v, R), is shown in Figure
15(c) with a color scale. It can be seen that the high velocity
atoms are dominantly exist inside the LCFS.
We construct the Doppler and Zeeman profile of the
Balmer-a line from nH*(v, R) by the line integration along R
axis assuming the same magnetic field distribution along
LOS2. The instrumental function is also considered. The cal-
culated e-ray profile of the Balmer-a line is shown in Figure
16 by a bold curve. In the figure, the experimental result is
also shown by open circles. It is noted that nH2(R0,in) and
nH2(R0,out) in the Eqs. (2) and (3) are calculated so that the
simulated intensity reproduces the measured result.
The constructed line shape also shows exponential-like
wings. In the top axis of Figure 15(a), we show the normal-
ized radius q along LOS2. The calculated line profiles which
are line integrated in the region of 1< q, 0.8< q< 1,
0.4<q< 0.8, and q< 0.4 are also shown in Figure 6 by thin
solid, dotted, dashed, and dashed-dotted curves, respectively.
The intense emission and narrow profile from the 1<q
region are calculated. The emission intensity from the 1< q
FIG. 14. Emission intensity ratios of the Balmer-b and-c lines against for
the Balmer-a line in an ionizing plasma.11 The horizontal gray lines indicate
the measured intensity ratios.
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region dominates 86% of the entire line intensity. The weak
emission and wide profile from the inside of the LCFS are
calculated. The comparison indicates that the emission
around the line center of the Balmer-a series spectra is origi-
nated from the outside of the LCFS, i.e., from cold regions,
and that in the wings comes from the inside of the LCFS,
i.e., from the hot regions. The indication is consistent with
the small wing intensity of the Balmer-a spectrum measured
for LOS1, which only sees lower temperature region.
Since in the center region of the atomic line profiles
where the Zeeman split appears the emission intensity from
the outside of the LCFS is two orders of magnitude larger
than those from the inside of the LCFS, the emission locations
derived from the analysis of the Zeeman split are confirmed to
be not affected by the emission from the confined region.
On the other hand, the intensities derived from the spec-
tral analysis are affected by the emission from the confined
region since it includes the wing intensities. In Figure 17, we
show the hot component of the constructed spectra by the
spectral analysis and the 1<q component constructed by the
one-dimensional model are shown. The hot component by
the spectral analysis roughly indicates the 1<q component.
The fraction of the hot component in the total emission in-
tensity is 0.24 while that of the 1<q component is 0.14.
It is noted that the emission from the inside of the LCFS
itself provides no explanations about the discrepancy of the in-
tensity ratio of the model and the experiment, since the intensity
ratios of the model including inside the LCFS are 5% smaller
than those outside the LCFS, which is shown in Figure 13(d)
by horizontal dotted lines, while experimental results are larger.
V. CONCLUSION
We observed profiles of the Balmer-a, -b, and -c lines of
hydrogen atoms and the Q branches in the Fulcher-a band of
the hydrogen molecules simultaneously with their polariza-
tion resolved for an LHD plasma. From the analysis of the
line splits and the polarization dependences due to the Zee-
man effect of the Balmer series lines, the emission locations
and the intensities of the hydrogen atoms, and the tempera-
ture components of the atomic velocity distributions are
determined. From the spectral analysis of the molecular
lines, the emission locations, the intensities, and the rota-
tional temperature of the hydrogen molecules are deter-
mined. The emission locations of the molecules are close to
the divertor legs while those of atoms are closer to the
LCFS, where the density and temperature are consider to be
FIG. 15. The simulated density distributions of (a): the molecules, the cold
atoms, and hot atoms, and (b): the excited molecules, the excited cold atoms
and excited hot atoms. They are already shown but the vertical axes are log-
arithmic. In the top axis in (a), the normalized radius q along LOS2 is indi-
cated. (c): The spatial and velocity density distributions of the excited atoms
in the n¼ 3 state. The color scale is also logarithmic.
FIG. 16. The Balmer-a spectra measured for LOS2 in semi-logarithmic
scale (open circles). The gray bold curves show the simulated e-ray spectra
of the Balmer-a line by a one-dimensional model integrated over entire
region. The partially integrated spectra, i.e., integrated over the regions of
1<q, 0.8<q< 1, 0.4<q< 0.6, and 0<q< 0.4 are shown by solid, dotted,
dashed, and dashed-dotted thin curves, respectively. The large intensity and
the narrow profile from the outside of the LCFS (1<q) is calculated, while
the small intensities and wide profiles are calculated inside the LCFS.
FIG. 17. A comparison of the Balmer-a spectra constructed by the spectral
analysis and the one-dimensional model. The open circles indicate the meas-
ured spectrum for LOS2. The black solid and dotted curves indicate the con-
structed spectra and its hot component by the spectral analysis. The gray
solid and dotted curves are the constructed spectra and 1<q component the
one-dimensional model.
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higher than in divertor legs. The temperatures of the hydro-
gen atoms are in the order of 1 20 eV, while the rotational
temperature of the molecules are 0.04 eV. Addition to them,
it is found that the Balmer series lines have substantial high
velocity wings, which cannot be reproduced by the conven-
tional analytical methods.
We develop a one-dimensional model to simulate the
transport of the hydrogen atoms and molecules. The differen-
ces of the emission locations are reproduced by the model, in
which the 0.04 eV for molecular temperature and 3 eV for
initial atomic temperature are assumed. The high velocity
tails of the hydrogen atoms are also reconstructed and are
attributed to be high velocity atoms generated by charge
exchange collisions inside the LCFS, while most of atoms
are ionized and emit light outside the LCFS. The emission
intensity ratios between the Balmer series lines by the model
are not consistent to the measurement result. No clear rea-
sons of the discrepancy are found. Additional excitation
processes of atoms which are not included the model, for
example, the dissociative excitations from hydrogen mole-
cules or molecular ions, are one of the candidates.
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APPENDIX: TRANSPORT CALCULATION
OF HOTATOMS INCLUDING MULTIPLE CHARGE
EXCHANGE COLLISIONS
Calculation of the spatial and velocity density distribu-
tion of the hot atoms in this paper is based on the method in
Ref. 30, which is summarized here.
Number of the hot atoms generated in R0 R0 þ dR0 and
travels to R with velocity of v v þ dv per unit time,
Fhot(R,R
0,v) dR0dv (m2s1), can be written with the number
of created atoms by charge exchange at R0 per unit time and
per unit volume, UCX(R0) (m
3s1), as the following form,
which is similar to Eq. (7):
FhotðR;R0; vÞ dR0dv ¼ UCXðR0ÞdR0 fHðv; TpðR0ÞÞ dv PðR;R0; vÞ;
(A1)
where fH(v, Tp(R
0)) is the velocity distribution of the created
atoms by charge exchange at R0, which is now assumed to be
a single Maxwell distribution with the proton temperature
there. Since UCX(R) should be equal to the number of atoms
diminished by charge exchange collisions at R0, UCX(R),
which is an unknown distribution to be obtained, are written







þ FhotðR;R0; vÞ=jvj: (A2)
In this equation, we assume the charge exchange rate is inde-
pendent on the atom velocity v. Discretizing R to be
R0,in¼R0, R1, R2,…, Ri,…, RN-1¼R0,out, and replacing the
integrals over R in Eqs. (A1) and (A2) by summations, we
write the charge exchange flux UCXi, which is the representa-











where UDH2j is the representative value of U
D
H2(R) at R¼Rj.
Xij and Yij are the coefficients for the summations, which are















































where Ci, Si, and Tpi are the representative values of the CH(R), SH(R), and Tp(R), respectively, and DRi is the length of the
space represented by Ri. The integrations over v in the above equations are carried out numerically. Since Eq. (A3) is a system
of linear equations for UCX i, the solutions are numerically calculated with known values of U
D
H2(R), Xij, and Yij. Once the
UCX is obtained, the spatial and velocity distribution of the hot atoms nH hot (R, v) is calculated with the same form to Eqs.
(A1) and (8).
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